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Battle Rules Of Tamil's
 
A king should announce the war date by any messenger,
king stops war when he got a compromise message from hostile.
Hostile country cows and women are plundering by king,
Hostile king and his soldiers are redeeming their cows and women.
The king and his soldiers are invading against the hostile country,
Hostile soldiers oppose the enemies to enter inside their country.
The king and his army grasp the hostile fort wall for belligerent,
Hostile are rescue their country from confiscation of enemies.
Soldiers are never fought with the fear and dishonest manner,
The soldiers are never attack the enemies in hostile back.
Two country soldiers are belligerent in battlefield with bravery,
Victor’s king worn Sirissa flower and won a hostile country.
The great noises with pomposity are arisen from the Victor soldiers,
These are the honest and proud full rules of Tamil’s battlefield.
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Different Cries
 
Asses Bray when it carried a burden on its back.
Cows low when its milk extracts more from its udder.
Dogs bark when its hit stone by humans.
Elephants trumpet when its tusk's hunt by hunters.
Frogs croak when its lakes dry by fishers.
Goats bleat when its goes meat by hunter.
Horses neigh when its take ride by riders.
Lions roar when its forests destroy by woodcutters.
Oxon bellow when its ploughs long time by farmers
Parrots speak when its prison along by astrologists.
Snakes hiss when its arrest along by magicians.
Tigers growl when its prison along by showmen.
Vultures scream when its hunt rudely by hunters.
Humans must cry when they do all crimes given above.
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My Pet Dog,
 
I loved a lot my appu as my mom loves me.
I gave food to my appu in a big colander.
I looked at my appu’s eyes it is like a hair dye.
I looked at my appu’s tongue it’s like a rosy petal.
I washed my appu’s body and clean up with flannel.
I touched my appu’s fur is like a silky towel.
I felt a lot my appu’s beauty and enjoyed for all.
I think even God also like my appu’s beauty.
I felt anger upon God because he took back it to heaven.
In addition, he shows me the hard taste of hell.
I said this with full of pain. He is really selfish.
I am the surely unlucky fellow in this matter.
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When Will The Air Atrocity Reduce?
 
Ozone is wound when the system and refrigerators produce CFC.
Brains are confused when the petrol and diesel produce CO.
People are sleepy when the petrol and diesel produce CO.
Reflexes are the slowdown when the petrol and diesel produce CO.
Nerves are affected when the batteries and paints produce Pb.
Digestions are decreased when the petrol and diesel produce Pb.
Cancer kills children when the paints and dyes to produce Pb.
Lungs are damage when the cool and thermal produce SO2.
Eyes are itched when the factories and vehicles produce O3.
Resistances are reduced when the Industries and Vehicles produce O3.
Respirations are reduced when the petrol and diesel produce NOX.
Visibilities are reduced when the cigarettes and dust produce SPM.
These are the human health hazard causes by the toxic gases.
When will the toxic air atrocity reduce? Think twice and Do.
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